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TRIANGLE EDITORIAL

Everyone's
waiting
by Len Piechowski

F

ans of "Six Feet Under" I
will no doubt recognize
the title of this month's editorial as the title

of the memorable series finale. I'm experiencing
just that kind of emotional moment as I learn
of quite a few special people who died this
past month. But no passing has made more of
a difference in my life in the last few days than
the death of our beloved community member
and New York Times best-selling author, E. Lynn
Harris.
I remember "reading" (actually I listened
to it on tape during one of my long road trips
in the late Nineties) Just As I Am and being so
unbelievably touched that I quickly picked up
several of his other works. The voice he gave
to the African-American same-gender-loving
experience inInvisible Life, If This WorldWere Mine
and And This Too Shall Pass was one of vibrancy
and passion. He also wrote eloquently of the
tragedy of life on the down-low. His first work,
Invisible Life,was actually refused publication by
a renowned publisher. Undaunted,he soughtout
the services ofa vanity publisher and the rest, as
is often said, is history.
Our community has benefited from his
refusal to give up. He died unexpectedly onJuly
23 while preparingfor a business meeting inLos
Angeles. We have lost an essential voice of the
diversity of our community.
As a gay man and Harris devotee,I'm deeply
saddened.
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ing, zing,zing went my heartstringsas the Memphis Center City Commission (CCC) celebrated
us this year! Weeks prior totheir June South Main Trolley Tour of downtown sites,the CCC sent
letters and rainbow flags out to more than30 businessesin thedowntown area suggesting that
that they display our colors during the June Trolley Tour. Of course, not everyone put up a flag, but
by my informal count, about half of the businesses who were asked did so. Some of the participating
businesses included Delphinium, AmericanApparel, MemphisMusic Foundation,Bluff CityCoffee, and
WEVL Radio Station. The CCC also had a lighting company light up the side of Ernestine and Hazel's
with the Pride Colors after dark.Leslie Gower at the CCC helped head up this venture.
Although the scope of the celebration could not rival the celebrations of Chicago's Boys Town,
this was truly a significant recognition of our existence that wasn't lost on any but the most cynical
among us. After all, many events in Memphis often start small but then become more significant as
time passes. Even the phenomenal Cooper-Young Festival started out as a small gathering!This one
small step for our communitycouldn't help but tug at my heartstrings, and I went home singing like
a Judy Garland wannabe.
Mark Jones,who helpedthe CenterCity Commissionwith theeffort, laterremarked, "As a life-long
Memphian, it was good to see the shops on Main Streethang gay pride flags up. It's definitely a step
forward. I want to thank the Center CityCommission for their work in making downtown Memphis a
welcoming place for all the people of Memphis."

In the photoabove, Mark Jones (left)describes his excitement overthe historic event
and (below) American Apparelshowed opposition toProposition 8, theballot initiative
halting gay marriage in California, by displaying a"Legalize Gay" tee-shirt.
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EDITORIAL POLICY OF TRIANGLE JOURNAL
The editorial goal of Triangle Journal, the newsmagazine c
Memphis Gay and Lesbian CommunityCenter, is to display proudl
the contributions of the rainbow community in Memphis and th
Midsouth. We are committed to providing information on issues c
interest to our community on both the local and national levels.
Triangle Journal is published 12 times a year by a voluntee
staff. None of theeditors, staff or consultants willprofit by revenue
from the ads you see in thesepages. When our advertisers suppoi
us financially, they are supporting the programs of our communit
center, and playing a partin creating a better futurefor the rainboi
community.
Triangle Journal assumes no liability for claims made b
advertisers. Appearance in this publication should not be a
indication of sexual orientation, preference or identity unle:
specifically stated.
ArticlesinWong/eJoumo/markedascommentaryareentirelyth
opinion of theauthor. Commentaries are notintended to represer
the opinions of the editorial staff of Triangle Journal, Memphis Ga
and Lesbian Community Center,or any of its affiliates.
Letters to the editor andcommentaries are welcomed, but th
editorial review committee reserves the right to edit or refuse an
submitted materials.
Wang/eJourno/will correcterroneous information.Please ema
corrections to editors@tjmemphis.com.
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The Memphis mayor and the ordinance

National Equality March planned for October in D.C.

An interview with Jonathan Cole of Tennessee Equality Project
by Kenan Gilmore

by Ian Keller

I

met with Jonathan Cole in mid-July to get an
update on our fight for employment equality
here in the city of Memphis. As usual, he was
happy to provide the update. We started with
a series of questions, but with the warmth in
his demeanor it became more dialogue than
traditional interview.
Mayor Herenton's resignation is set for July
30. Cole says that the process of getting a city
non-discrimination ordinance is a bit delayed,
but will not be lost. "It [Herenton's resignation]
complicates things,but asI understand it,he will
serve asexecutorial mayor with MyronLowery as
pro ternmayor whenHerenton stepsdown. Legal
interpretations ofLowery's role will beunknown
given his being the chair of council. What is not
certain is whether his previous 'Yes' votes will
be counted given his new role." Cole expressed
his gratitude for Mayor Herenton's support
throughout the years. He alsosaid that thelegal
staff may go with Herenton when he leaves.
Although Cole stressed that we are not
being hasty in finishing the ordinance because
a draft has already been submitted. However,
with the chaos surrounding the resignation,
resolution of the final proposed ordinance

might understandably be put on hold. With the
temporary mayor being inplace, thecity council
will ask for a special election in 90 days.I asked
him about the difference in strategies between
campaigning this ordinance for the city and the
last one which was for the county. He replied
that seeing the major response from the Shelby
County strategies, he would likely follow the
same path. Information about the ordinance is
being spread by Facebook,MGLCC, door knocks,
etc."We will also do the letter writing andphone
call campaigns as well,"Cole continued.
In Cole's opinion, we should not hurry the
process but nurture it. "I would rather take our
time and tally our votes instead of going in and
having it be denied. It is much easier to bounce
back from a request that was approved but not
fully supported than one that was notapproved
and didnot pass reviews fromthe city'sattorneys.
The city's attorneys have not yet reviewed the
proposed draft of the NDO and probably won't
be able to do so given the greater priorities in
upcoming months. Once the attorneys have
finished, it will thengo to council and we will be
able to check the status ofthe review."
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Jonathan Cole speaks at TEP trainingon July 19 at MGLCC.
Photo courtesy of Herbleman.

If you have a Worker's Compensation injury,
call Mark Lambert at The Cochran Firm now
and get the benefits you are due, not the ones
the insurance company wants you to have.

THE COCHRAN FIRM

Mark Lambert
The Cochran Firm
(901) 523-1222
mlambert@cochranfirm.com
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ocal human rights advocate Tommy
Simmons is coordinating Memphis'
involvement in a nationwide effort to
achieve full equality for all LGBT people in all
matters protected by civil law. The effort will
culminate in a march inWashington to lobby on
October 10 and 11. Here are some of the plans
he shared with Triangle Journal.
TJ: Why another march,Tommy?
Simmons: The goal of the National Equality
March is to cultivate a grassroots effort to lobby
Congress for LGBT rights and to overcome the
patchwork of local and state legislation which
gives LGBT citizens less rights simply because
they live in a certain area of a county or state.
The purpose of this march is to demand equal
rights at the federal level. These rights include
the right to marry, employment protection, an
end to the military's"don't ask, don't tell"policy
and inclusive hate crime legislation.
TJ: Why march now?
Simmons: Since last November, a movement
has spread acrossthe U.S. People havebegun to
stand up - to stand up and demand full federal
LGBT equality in matters governed by civil lawin
all 50 states. Fullfederal equality matters include
the righttomarry, employmentprotection, open
military service and hate crimes protection.
TJ: When isthe march?
Simmons: On Sunday, October 11,2009.
TJ: Where will the march be held?
Simmons: The march will proceed through the
streets of Washington, DC near the Capitol and
the rally will be held on the west lawn of the
Capitol.
TJ: Who is organizingthis march?

Simmons: Equality Across America (EAA) is the
name of the responsible organization. EAA has
applied for their 501(c)(3) status. Meanwhile, all
money currently raised is being sent through
the Victory Fund. EAA is an ad hoc, unaffiliated
organization.
TJ: When should participants plan to arrive in
DC?
Simmons: Anytime during the week leading up
to the march on October 11. At the latest, arrive
on the evening of Friday, October 9. Several
events and trainings will be held on Saturday,
October 10 that you don't want to miss.

Simmons: You are freeto march with any group
(religious, regional, military, etc.). However, we
will offer the opportunity for our teamsto march
as one - by congressional district.
TJ: What are the dates for future Mid-South
Regional Meetings?
Simmons: Tuesday, August 11
Tuesday, September 8
Sunday, October 4
Tuesday, October 20
All of the planning meetings will be at MGLCC
at 6:30 pm, exceptfor October 4which will be at
3:00 pm at MGLCC.

TJ: Will there be other DC events in the days
before or after the march?
Simmons: Atthis time,no large parties or events
are planned like in previous marches. However,
plans are solidifying around a series of trainings
and meetings on Saturday,October 10.

TJ: How can our community stay informed?
Simmons:There aremany ways. Thecommunity
can refer to:

TJ: When should participants plan to leaveDC?
Simmons: Most people will be leaving DC on
Monday October 12 (Columbus Day). However,
Congress returns on Tuesday October 13. So,
if you would like to schedule a visit with your
Congressperson, you will need to schedule a
return later in the week.

Twitter:
@NtlEqMarch

TJ: How many people are expected?
Simmons: There are no estimates, yet, on the
expected crowd. Past LGBT marches in DC have
rallied 100,000 to 250,000. There is no reason
for this march not to meet or exceedthe largest
LGBT marches ever held.
TJ: How will this march compare to those in '79,
'87, '93?
Simmons: The emphasis of this march will
be training and lobbying, thus, the reason
for organizing around
congressional districts.
That weekend will not be
filled with expensive events
and celebrity galas like past
marches. It will concentrate
on how the LGBT and ally
citizens can quickly secure
full federal equality in
matters governed by civil
law inall 50states asit relates
to marriage, employment
protection, military service
and hate crimes.
TJ: In the march, itself, will
Mid-south participants
march as a group? Can we
march with other groups?

National website:
www.equalityacrossamerica.org

National Facebook Group:
National Equality March
Area Facebook Groups:
National Equality March TN 9th Congressional District
National Equality March TN 8th Congressional District
National Equality March TN 7th Congressional District
National Equality March AR 1st Congressional District
National Equality March MS 1 st Congressional Distric
National Equality March Mississippi Delegation
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festival

www.outf1ixfestival.org
September 11-16
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TRIANGLE LISTENS

Family Action Council of
Tennessee raises funds
for TEP to promote LGBT
equality
Commentary by Jonathan Cole

B

yTEP's count,37 followersof David Fowler's
Family Action Council of Tennessee met
earlier this month at a local Memphis
restaurant to plotagainst equal opportunityand
fairness in Memphis and the State ofTennessee.
Specifically, they gathered behind locked doors
to review their legislative "accomplishments" in
theTennessee General Assembly and spread lies
about the grassroots movement in Memphis for
a Non-Discrimination Ordinance. The Memphis
NDO will establishworkplace protectionsfor LGBT
employees of the city and city contractors.
Little did they know that they were also
doing their part to promote equal rights for the
LGBT citizens ofTennessee. When Tennessee
Equality Project learned that David Fowler and
FACT were coming to Memphis, TEP's Shelby
County Committee issued a call for pledges of
support. Supporters pledged togive a $1 or other
amount to TEP for every person who attended
the meeting.
The ShelbyCounty CommitteeofTEP wishes
to thankeveryone who made a pledgeof support
to TEP for this event.
But we'd like to give special thanks to David
Fowler for doing his part to promote LGBT
equality in Tennessee.

Deadline for September

Triangle Journal
is

August 19, 2009
Please send
all entries to:
editors@tjmemphis.com
or mail to:
MGLCC
892 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
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National Coming Out Day: a personal and
political observance

Dear Editor:

by Martha Brahm

B

ecause "coming out"is such a highly personal experience it seems strange to some toobserve
a National Coming Out Day. Harvey Milk, member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
and a martyr for gay rights, makes it clear in his speech to the gay population of San Francisco
in the late 1970's that coming out is also a very important political act. "The blacks did not win their
rights by sitting quietly in the back of the bus.They got off!Gay people, we will not win our rights by
staying quietly in our closets... We are coming out! We are coming out to fight the lies, the myths, the
distortions! We are coming out to tell the truth about gays!"
The first National Coming Out Day occurred on Oct. 11, 1987 when half a million people
demonstrated for Lesbian and Gay Rights in Washington DC . It was the brain child of Jean O'Leary,
then head of the National Gay Rights Advocate and Ron Eichberg, a founder of the personal growth
movement.
At Memphis Gay and Lesbian CommunityCenter (MGLCC) at 892 S.Cooper, you will see a poster
with signatures of Memphians, who, the following year, 1988 joined with participants in 21 states
around the country to make this an annual national event. According to Will Batts, executive director
of MGLCC, "The LGBTcommunity of Memphis has come together to support one another in a number
of different ways on this coming out day through the years. Past events in Memphis have included the
Memphis Gaymes which included competitive games of all kinds: board games, Softball, volley ball,
miniature golf, pool and darts, and an October Fest which was a musical event focusing on women."
In a planning meeting for this year's event, Batts and MGLCC Board Member Elokin CaPece
announced that this year's theme will be "Coming Out asCommunity.""MGLCC has been in Memphis
for 20 years and yet we still hear from people who have lived in Memphis all their lives and didn't
know we exist. It is time to let our city know that there is a large LGBT community in Memphis. And to
remind ourselves that when we stand together, there is a great deal of power in our community."
MGLCC, which has historically and in the future will continue its National Coming Out Day
observation, is a place of refuge and hope for many, especially young people who are estranged
from their families and are isolated and alone. For many people, walking in the door of a center
for gays and lesbians is their first openly gay act. MGLCC is open every day of the year including
holidays, from 6-9 pm weekdays and 2-6 pm weekends. It has a variety of services to support people
thinking about coming out. Because coming out is also an intensely personal act, the center offers
conversation and more in-depth counseling, on a sliding scale, for those who want help with the
challenges of this transition. For more information see www.mglcc.org. There you will also find a list
of business and churches that support a LGBT friendly environment in Memphis.
"People need to realize that
they don't have to 'come out'
alone," says Batts as he talks about
the process. "There are many
groups and individuals here to
walk in solidarity with you. You no
longer have to let other people's
fear control your life. Coming out
allows you take control of your life.
The power of speaking out is so
much greater than the power of
silence." As a local therapist said,
"I had no idea, before I came out,
how much better my life would be
when I could openly be myself."
This year's celebration in
Memphis will coordinate with
local planning around the National
Equality March so that the voices
of Mid-Southerners will be heard
both here and in Washington, DC.
1
In next month's issue we

Prescott Church •

will feature details about this
year's observance in Memphis.

A welcoming
and affirming church
accepting; safe; inviting
for all God's children

f
|
|
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I really enjoyed reading Kevin Dean's article!!!!!
The Gandhi quote was so on time. I hope to
hear more from him in the future...oh I loved
his writing. You go Kevin Dean!!!!
Anthony R. G. Hardaway
Memphis, Tennessee

Some of the members of Cotton Pickin' Squares. Photo courtesy of Sonia Gamer.

TRIANGLE MIDSOUTH

A cotton pickin' ice cream social and
open house
by Sonia Garner

W

ant to see what square dancing is all about? Then come join the Cotton Pickin Squares
for an Ice Cream Social and Open House. Come on out, have some fun, dance with the
square dancers and enjoy some great music! Join us August 13 from 7:00 to 8:30 PM at
Prescott Baptist Church, 961 Getwell. No experience or partner is necessary. Wear comfortable
clothes and bring your friends. Light refreshments, as well as ice cream, will be served. Admission is
free! Remember, if you can walk, you can dance! Come on and give it a try! Cotton Pickin Squares is
open to all genders and lifestyles.
Besides square dancing, the Cotton Pickin' Squares meet on a regular basis to do all kinds of
other activities like,eat, goto movies, yard sales,eat, camp, kayak,go to shows, parties, eat,and tons
of other fun stuff. We just participated in the Mid South
Pride activities and had a great time. Hopefully some of
you saw us there!
So what are you waiting for? Come and visit us and
give square dancing a try. Even if you decide that square
dancing isn't for you, at the very least you'll spend an
evening trying something new and meeting new people.
Most likely, however, you will have a great time. You will
meet new people who will become yourfriends for lifeand
you will have a blast doing it.So come on out oneThursday
night. What have you got to lose?
For more info, please go to www.cottonpickinsquares.

1474 Madison Ave •
|'£• [•] «7h
901-275-8082
www.d ru spl ace.co m
Thursday

Friday
Sunday

9p

Sum mer

Live music
7/18
7/19
7/24

7/25
7/26
8/1
8/2
8/15
8/16
8/22
8/29
9/5

Grace Askew
Social Remedy (Patio)
Femme Fusion 1 @ Dru's
Patrice Pike (Rockstar SuperNova Finalist)
w/TifFany Shea & Carol Plunk
Carol Plunk
Leslie Watson
Ashley McBryde w/ Tori Norton
Cherry & Cal
Tasha Valentine (Nashville Star Finalist)
Cherry & Cal
Carol Plunk
Kathryn Bast & Side Saddle
Frankie Hollie & The Noise

Specials
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

2p-5p

$1.50
Domestic
Long Necks

Beer Bust
Monday & Wednesday
7p-Hp
$10 Wristband
.25cent Domestic Bottles

Thank you to everyone who has made this 1st year an amazing
experience! It has taken the hard work and generosity of so
many to help make this dream a reality. A special thanks to
Dru for her patience, support and love! Also, I could have
never made it without the support of Jennay & Lisa! Thanks
for h eating this like it was your own! I love you both!
There are so many who have done so much and you are all in
my heart forever! Here's to many more years of serving our
community and providing a place for all to come together!
Tami
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All aboard for Disney's A CHRISTMAS
CAROL train tour!
Christmas is coming to Memphis August 4!
by Tracy Styron

W

MGLCC membership
elects
new board of directors

\W/
1uiisn it uias Sunday, 'cause tnat's mu pundau. MU I dan't nave to rundau..."

alt Disney Pictures is bringing a fantasticand interactive attraction across the country,and it
will stop in Memphis on Aug. 4 at Memphis Central Station (545 South Main St.) from 9am7pm. And best of all, the attraction is totally free! This is to promote the Robert Zemeckis
film, "Disney's A Christmas Carol" which opens on Nov. 6.
The trainconsists of4 custom-designedvintage railcars (plus a private car) full of behindthe scenes
attractions, entertainingdemonstrations, and funactivities for all. Among the highlights areauthentic
artifacts on loan from the Charles Dickens Museum of London,artwork, costumesand props from the
film, demonstrations of performance capture technology, and a chance to morph your face into one
ofthe film's characters. There will bea state ofthe art Disney Digital 3D Theatre erected,where guests
can get a sneak peek of the the movie and see other exclusive behind the scenes materials, as well
as a Winter Wonderland by which snow will fall throughout the event. This is an Amtrak locomotive
and each train station will be themed with holiday decorations, and feature artwork from the film,
Christmas Carolers, and many more activities.
The film uses uses a groundbreaking, performance-capture 3Dtechnology. This allows JimCarrey
to tackle seven roles, including Scrooge and all ofthe Christmas spirits.

At their annual meeting on July 26, the
membership of Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center elected the following
individuals to the 2009-2010 board of
directors:
President
Heidi Cranford Williams
Vice President, Administration
Len Piechowski
Vice President, Programs
Eiokin CaPece

sunoiis ape

09 BIOL D»S.

Secretary
Darlene Fike
Treasurer
Tom Crutcher
Directors
Kenan Gilmore
Marian Bacon
Mickey Maxwell
Marc Brown
Susana Rodas
Matthew Malone

OK. So maybe The Bangles didn't sing about Sundays

place. Automatic digital scoring makes keeping score

and bowling, but they didn't know what they were missing.

breeze. And if you feel thirsty or hungry, the cocktail

For 25 years, Brothers and Sisters Bowling League has

bar and snack bar offer a full array of things to keep you

been the place to have a great time bowling with "family"

refreshed.

and friends. Our mixed league is where boys and girls,
beginners come together before manic Mondays to have

oon'ta miss early aegistraliiin
With FREE BOWLING. RUgUSt 30 OT 6PM.

a few laughs and share good times with friends.

Sign-up begins at 6.Then, Winchester is openingthe lanes

Handicaps give everybody, from the novice to the more

for us to enjoy FREE BOWLING from 6:30 until 8:30.

singles and "marrieds," experienced bowlers and

skilled bowler a shot at winning.
Regular season play begins September 13, so enjoy your
We meet at Winchester Bowl, where after nearly $1

Labor Day plans, and we'll see you the following Sunday

million in renovations, it's like bowling in a brand new

at 5:45 PM for practice and regular league play at 6:00!

Glenn Allen Jones
Died May 21,2009
Glenn was the son of Theodoreand Helen Miller Jones, both deceased. He was
a retired chef in the food service industry. He was a long-time volunteer with
the Memphis Zoo and with Feast for Friends. Glenn sang tenor in the choir at
Calvary Episcopal Church where he was a member.
Friends For Life and persons affected by HIV/AIDS lost a dear friend when
Glenn passed away. Glenn was the chef for Feast For Friends for many
years, lovingly overseeing the preparation and serving of thousands
of meals to persons served by Friends For Life. His smile, sense of humor
and dedication to persons affected by HIV/AIDS will be greatly missed.

Sundays Winchester Bowl •3703 Mendenhall Road • Memphis, TN 38115 • 901.362.1620
brothersandsistersbowlingleague.com

wlnchMterbowl.com

bowl.com

iflbo.org
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TRIANGLE MGLCC

TRIANGLE BIG PICTURE

Inaugural golf
tournament a success!

The Memphis summer heat couldn't keep
the participants of the First MGLCC Golf
Tournament from raising funds for the
center's expanding youth services.

LGBT leaders respond to President
Obama's White House reception
by Ann E. Hackerman

by Curtis Petty

O

n one of thehottest days of 2009,32 golfers cameout to support
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center's inaugural golf
tournament to help us raise money for transitional housing and
services for our LGBT teens.
Due to theplayers'willingness to endure the heat of the day and the
support of our wonderful sponsors,we were ableto raise approximately
$2,200.
Golfers competedin afour-person scrambleto winfirst-, second-and
third-place prizes of gift certificates from a local golf store. The event
also included a longest-drive contest, a putting contest and a closestto-the-pin competition. The ladies dominated the day by winning all
three places.
Plans arealready inthe works for the second annualevent, tentatively
scheduled for October 2010. Please watch forfurther updates as the year
progresses for thefinal date,times and location. One of our goals for the
next tournament is to double the number of competing teams.
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center plans to use the
proceeds from this annual event to help fund the expanding youth
services. MGLCChas seen a rise in thenumber of teens needing assistance
that they are not receiving from home. These range from immediate
needs such as food or shelter,to legal,medical andeducational assistance.
MGLCC is working on a comprehensive program to address as many of
these needs as possible. Having a successful tournament year after year
will help that program immensely.
I would alsolike to
take this opportunity
to send a huge
thanks to all of the
competitors andall of
our sponsors without
whom none of this
would be possible.
If you are interested
in being involved
in the planning or
playing next year,
please contact me
at tournament@
mglcc.org. Hope to
see you next year!

Jennifer Stone, M. Div., Ph.D.
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
Psychotherapy at the Pilgrim Center
1000 S. Cooper (offCooper/Young)
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 372-9133 appointments
Additional office opening soon inNorth Bartlett
EXPERIENCE: Over 20 years doing psychotherapy. Director of Clinical
Training of University Graduate Program in Clinical Psychology. Chairperson, of
a State Psychology Licensing Board, supervising all psychology practice in that
state
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1) Event Coordinator Curtis Petty works his
magic with oneof the youngerparticipants,
his niece, Hannah Claire.
2) MGLCC Executive DirectorWill Batts tees
off. Will claims he is often teed off.
3) The golfers prepare toget started. Chris
Haskins (left) clutches his purse, while Will
looks on. To Will's right is Alan Stem and
Andy Monsue is in the foreground.
4) Nancy Griffin (left) and KathyHazenstab
prepare to catch up ontheir reading before
hitting the links.

D

uring Pride month, onJune 28, President and First Lady Obama hosted LGBT leaders with Hi
a White House reception in the East Room. Obama addressed very pressing LGBT issues HH
including the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), strengthening laws against hate crimes
(The Matthew Sheppard Act), preventing employment discrimination based on sexual orientation
"
::!™
!"
and expression (ENDA), fighting the rising number of HIV and AIDS infections, and ending the | "jjjj
llttv.t '"".1
military's Don't Ask, Don't Tell (DADT) policy.
I
|
Such an invitation was the first of its kind by a sitting president. Obama issued a formal
mmm -^mrr - •» *
public declaration of the administration's LGBT goals, which are posted on the official White Mj|j^B^Hj
House web site for everyone to see.The event was also a time for the White House to recognize
IKS
^^B IB ,
j^B
the accomplishments of LGBT Americans.
^KJB BR •Wf j*BI ^BR H j >jflBBfl
In welcomingthe guests,Obama addressed his support of thesekey issues by stating,"I want B^K, S 1
you to know,you have (the White House's) support, I will not only be your friend, I will continue
I
to by an ally and a champion anda president who fights withyou and for you."
Many of the leaders present, however, expressed mixed feelings as to the speed to which•
the promises havebeen addressed, and spoke openly about so to both the president and major
^Bll. ^^B
media outlets.
f
1
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation's (GLADD) incoming President Jarrett
Barrios expressed appreciation for Obama's hosting the event and said that the event, "was a H
symbol of the administration's recognition of our community at a time when there has been a
growing frustrationabout theadministration's seeming reticence tofollow throughon campaign H
promises."
The main feedback was that LGBT issues have been pushed aside, evenafter heavily courting •
the LGBT community during Obama's run for office. Issues of economic recovery, financial
regulation reform, heath care coverage and energy legislation havetaken the forefront.
1
Said Lamba Legal's Director of Educationand Public Affairs LeslieGabel-Brett,
"We are very frustrated, and we'd like the president to move faster to protect our
community and work for equality."Sheadded,"I still think (President Obama) can
be a leader for our community,But we need to see ... steps start happening."
Human Rights Campaign (HRC) President Joe Solmonese stated, "No one
believes that (anti-gay Federal policies) will be miraculously changed overnight,
but gays and lesbians are frustrated at the pace of progress."
At the reception, Executive Director of the Boston-based Family Equality
Council JenniferChrisler echoed that thereis appreciation that Obamaaddressed
his awareness of LGBTissues, but she wouldlike to see action.
Attendees also expressed disappointment that Obama has yet to support
fully-inclusive marriage equality even though former VicePresident Dick Cheney
has now comeforward with support for gay marriage, whichhas alienated many
GLOBAL
Republicans.
ESCAPE.
The National Gayand LesbianTask Force expressed near disdain for the lack
of action with many of the administration's arguments, for example, that DOMA
"Is a valid exerciseof Congress'power,is consistent with Equal Protection ofDue
Process principles, and does not impinge upon rights that are recognized as
fundamental."
Added Lambda Legal's Executive Director KevinCathcart,"With an inclusive
OPERAMEMPHIS.org • 901.257.3100
ENDA now introduced, Congress should act swiftly to pass this law to ensure
workplace equality for (the) entire community."
Former DNC Chairman HowardDean said,"He's(Obama) got a lot on hisplate.
But he is a politician ... and he's goingto respond to pressure...I don't blame the
Season subscriptions on sale now!
LGBT community for trying to push."
You won't want to miss COSI FAN TUTTE,
Yet, it should be noted that Obama has appointed more than 60 LGBT
ORPHEUS, and MADAME BUTTERFLY!
individuals to hisadministration.
Episcopal Bishop Gene Robinson was pleased with Obama's willingness
to meet with the more than 200 LGBT leaders, but also stated that patience is
wearing thin. He pointed outthat, "The very fact that he would invite 200 (LGBT)
Opera Memphis thanks ourseason sponsors:
leaders from across the nation on the 40th anniversary of the beginning of the
Ad
s
gay liberationmovement is just an astounding thing. Most people were standing
r
around not believing they were actually guests in the White House."
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TRIANGLE SNAPSHOTS

"The Golden Age of Hollywood" at Pumping Station

The Pumping Station held a July 18 benefit for MGLCC's 2009 Outflix
Film Festival called "TheGolden Age of Hollywood." 1) Actress Norma
Desmond (Hunter Johnston) dropped in from Sunset Boulevard. 2)
Blond bombshell Veronica Lake (Jeff Harwood) was honored to be
invited to the occasion. 3) Ms. Lake and Ms. Desmond were later
joined by one of their adoring fans,Shelley McKee.
Photos on this page arecourtesy of Herb Zeman.

Opposite page...
1) Bryan Humphreys, Jonathan Ellis, BobLoos and Sean Alexanderdig
in at the TEP picnicon July 12 inPeabody Park while 2) PaulLinxwiler
and Chili brave the summer heat. Photos 1 and 2 are courtesy of
Jonathan Campbell. 3) CountyCommissioner Deidre Malone addresses
the participants attheTEPEquality Workshop onJuly 19. The workshop
was conducted to"perfect"our messagewhile advocating forthe City
Non-Discrimination Ordinance. Malonewas a strongally forthecounty
non-discrimination ordinance andis planning a run forShelby County
Mayor. 4) Michelle Bliss, 5) Kevin Dean and 6) Jeff Harwood discuss
methods of constructive advocacy. Photos 3,4,5 and 6 arecourtesy
of Herb Zeman. 1) July 12 TEP Picnic festivities included long time
community supporter State Senator Beverly Marrero (in one of her
distinctive hats). Photo 7 iscourtesy of JonathanCampbell.

Tennessee Equality Project at work and at play

TRIANGLE SPORTS

TRIANGLE BIG PICTURE

HRC: US Senate adopts "unwelcomed" amendments to the
Matthew Shepard Hate Crimes Prevention Act

O

n July 20,The Human Rights Campaign, (HRC) issued a statement on their website reporting
that the Senate passed four amendments to theMatthew Shepard Hate Crimes Prevention Act.
The HRC also reported that three of theseammendments were offered by Senator Jeff Sessions
(R-AL) and one was offered by Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA). As reported in various outlets in the
mainstream media,The Matthew Shepard Act was only days earlier added to S.1390, theSenate version
of the Department of Defense Authorization bill.In the statement, Joe Solmonese, President of HRC
stated/Today's vote brings us closer than ever to seeing the Matthew Shepard Act signed into law.We
urge Congress to eliminate these unwelcomed amendments and send the Matthew Shepard Act to
the President's desk quickly."
One of the Sessions amendments reportedly contained mandated death penalties for persons
found guilty of hate crimes. The HRC opposed this on the grounds that this imposed punishment
would make it more difficult for the Shepard Act to gain passage. A side-by-side amendment offered
by Senator Kennedy was then also addedto the bill. The Kennedy amendment provides for additional
restrictions in the use of the death penalty under the Act and could likely soften the impact of the
Sessions amendment.
The HRCstatement reportedthat "The third amendmentrequires the Attorney Generalto promulgate
guidelines with "neutral and objective criteria for determining whether a crime was motivated by the
status of the victim." It also reads,"A final Sessions amendment, SA 1616, was adoptedby a vote of 92
to 0. This amendment creates a new federal criminal offense for cases involving assaults or battery of
a U.S. service member, or a member of the service member's immediate family."
The Human Rights Campaign states that it is America's largest civil rights organization working to
achieve lesbian,gay, bisexualand transgender equality and that it strives to end discrimination against
LGBT citizens and realize a nation that achieves fundamental fairness andequality for all.

TRIANGLE LITERATURE
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Listen by Corey Mesler

Season Preview Gala

Reviewed byJared Burrow

S

Saturday, September 26,2009 at 7:00 pm
featuring The Dempseys and performances from
COSI FAN TUTTE
ORPHEUS and
MADAME BUTTERFLY
Tickets: $200/seat, $1600/table
For more info: 901.202.4535 or christiana@operamemphis.org

Opera Memphis thanks our season sponsors:

Adams Foundation ArtsMemphiS

peech: Written or spoken,
speech has the ability to be
either extremely direct, or
unfortunately convoluted. Listen by
Corey Mesler captures the essence of
human conversation. Mesler wastes
no time withunnecessary descriptions
or background information; he offers
only pure, unadulterated (although, at
times, adulterous) speech in a series of
29 conversations.
The text is quite enjoyable, yet
sometimes confusing. In a few of the
conversations, it is impossible to know
for surewho isspeaking, whilein others
absolutely nothing is left to doubt.
From raunchy sex, to grudges, to love, Listen lets the reader peek into
humanity asonly aneavesdropper can- sometimes intangles whereone can
never be completely sure what theyare hearing (or, inthis case,reading) and
at others giving the most intimate glances into the basis of human nature
ultimately teaching that sometimes it is best to just sit back, be silent and
listen.
Listen is available at Burke's Book Store and at Amazon.com.
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Powerboat racing in Memphis
Organizer interested in improving the city'simage,
by Jamie R.Griffin

J

esse Briggs loves everything about Powerboat Racing -the competition,the fun,the
camaraderie, the speed. Well,almost everything. Briggs will not get on apowerboat
and race."I don't ride them myself,"Briggs admits."I'm 51. If Iwere younger I might."
But that hasn't stopped him from bringing the water sport to Memphis. Starting
this summer, the Bluff City will be the site of the Memphis Riverfront International
Championship Regatta, which is part of the national Powerboat Superleague tour."This
is NASCAR (racing) on water," says Briggs, President of l-FUN Entertainment Group. His
organization is responsible for assisting in making Memphis a five-year stop for the pro
tour. This year will be the inaugural race in the Mississippi River. The race will feature
formula 2, formula 3 and five-liter race boats.
Why Memphis? Briggs is from the city. He attendedHamilton High School and then
the University of Tennessee, choosing to remain in the area. He believes the city gets a
bad rap when it comes to national image and thinks professional riverboat racing can
help improveit."l sawhow thesport bringspeople together and cutsout demographics,"
he says. "It doesn't matter who you are, everybody loves family fun."
The numbers support his theory.He says about150,000 people came out during the
three day session.The number was doubledin Pittsburghwith morethan 300,000 people
turning out for threedays of racing.
Briggs would love similar numbers in Memphis, butis being a bit more realistic. He
expects between 20,000 to 30,000 fans each day starting on July 31and ending August
2. He's confident Memphians will become big fans and support the event during its
scheduled five-year stint here. He looks at himself as an example of how the sport can
easily seduce a person."I was approached a couple of years agoabout doing something
with the sport but just didn't do anything about it."Apparently, seeing is believing,and
when he saw it first hand he knew hewanted to be a part of something that he says will
event become huge nationwide.
Regardless of turnout in Memphis, Briggs says he's already accomplished what he
wanted and that's getting the event here and fromthere he says simply to enjoy the five
year run, or perhaps the ride.
For more information onthe MemphisRiverfront InternationalChampionship Regatta
view their webpage at www.memphisregatta.com.

For teens ages14 19
MGLCC's Queer as Youth
meets every Saturday evening
from 7 pm 9 pm
at MGLCC
892 South Cooper Street
See www.mglcc.org/qay
or call
901 278 6422 for details
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WILLIAM CASTLE, D O S
79 NORTH COOPER
(901)685-5008

TRIANGLE AT THE THEATER

The25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee
Music & Lyrics byWilliam Finn, bookby Rachel Sheinkin
Playhouse on the Square
August 7 - September 6,2009

T

his hilarious tale of overachiever's angst chronicles the experience
of six adolescent outsiders vying for the spelling championship of
a lifetime. Overseen by grown-ups who barely managed to escape
childhood themselves, these spellers learn that winning isn't everything
and that losing doesn't necessarily make you a loser. Nominated for six
Tony Awards, includingBest Musical, this charming showis "an ingenious
blend of simplicity and sophistication."-Wall Street Journal.
Directed by Resident CompanyMember Dave Landis,The25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee stars Resident Company Member Michael
Gravois {TheGlass Menagerie,Pirates ofPenzance, The Pillowman),Associate
Company Members Nicole Renee Hale, Stephen Andrew Parker (Into the
Woods, AltarBoyz),David Ryan (RENT, AltarBoyz)and Laura Stracko.Thecast
also features Guest Artist LiliThomas(RENT) as wellas Jenny Odle Madden
(Dirty Blonde), Pete Montgomery (Seussical) and Thomas King.
SPECIAL OFFER OPENING WEEKEND ONLY! All Adult, Student, and
Seniors ticketsfor Friday, August 7 through Sunday,August 9are only $20!
See the show early and save!
The 25th Annual Putnam CountySpelling Bee runs atPlayhouse on the
Square August 7th- September 6th,Thursdays throughSaturdays at 8pm
& Sundaysat 2pm.The Pay-What-You-Can performanceisThursday, August
13th at 8pm. The First Sunday Event isSunday, August 9th,following the
2pm performance. Audiences that day will enjoy complimentaryfood and
beverages and have theopportunity tomeet thecast and crew. Playhouse
on the Square is located at 51 South Cooper Street inMidtown. For more
information, orto make reservations, pleasecall 901-726-4656 or visit the
website at www.playhouseonthesquare.org.

Coming soon from
Emerald Theatre Company

Dead Man's Cell Phone
Circuit Playhouse
July 31 - August 23, 2009

A

n incessantlyringing cellphone ina quiet cafe.A stranger at the next
table whohas had enough. Anda dead man—with alot ofloose ends.
This wildly imaginative new comedy by MacArthur, "Genius" Grant
recipient and Pulitzer Prize finalist, Sarah Ruhl, isabout how we memorialize
the dead—and how that remembering changes us. It is the odyssey of a
woman forced to confronther own assumptions aboutmorality, redemption
and the need to connect in a technologically obsessed world."Ruhl's zany
probe of the razor-thin line between life and death delivers a fresh and
humorous look at thetimes we live in." -Variety.
Directed by former Associate CompanyMember Sean Paul Bryan, Dead
Man's CellPhone stars Pamela Poletti {Orson'sShadow), JasonHansen, Jeanna
Juleson {Into the Woods, Hats! The Red HatSociety Musical), Stephanie Olson
{Into theWoods, AYear With Frog &Toad), Resident CompanyMember Jennifer ,
Henry (Intothe Woods,Romeo & Juliet, The Great AmericanTrailer ParkMusical)
and Allen Busby (1776).
SPECIAL OFFER OPENINGWEEKEND ONLY!All Adult,Student andSeniors ,
tickets for Friday, July 31 through Sunday, August 2 are only $20! See the
show early and save!
Dead Man'sCell Phoneruns atThe CircuitPlayhouse July31st - August 23rd,
2009,Thursdays throughSaturdays at8pm &Sundays at 2pm. The Pay-WhatYou-Can performance isThursday,August 6th at 8pm.The Circuit Playhouse
is located at 1705 Poplar Avenue in Midtown. For more information, or to
make reservations, please call 901-726-4656 or visit the website at www.
playhouseonthesquare.org.
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No Diet No Exercise No Surgery

It's Murder, Mary
(A killer commedy)

September 10-21
Personal Touch Lawn Care
Residential and Commercial
Mowing, trimming, edging, blowing,
flower bed maintenance, pruning, mulching & more!
Contact Tony for free onsite estimate at

901-428-1117

or personaltouchlawncare09@yahoo.com
Gay owned & operated
www.peisonaltouchlawncare.info
No job too big or toosmall!

Lose Weight

Reshape Body

Firm Skin

Lift Buttocks

Flatten Stomach

Push up Breasts

Call for a consultation to reshape your body today

Dionysus
(901) 338-7792
www.ardysslife.com/ dionysus
Business opportunities available in your area

TRIANGLE HEALTH AND WELLBEING

TRIANGLE ON FILM

Make the Yuletide Gay

Tennessee Equality
Project hosts
inaugural picnic

by Carl Smith

I

t's Christmasin SeptemberforMGLCC'sOutflix
by way of RobWilliams's latest comedy, Make
the Yuletide Gay. Olaf Gunnunderson (Keith
Jordan), a BGMOC (Big Gay Man On Campus)
enjoys all the freedom of being a very open,
out-and-proud gay student. Nicknamed "Gunn"
by his roommate and boyfriend, Nathan
Stafford (Adamo Ruggiero), they both seem to
have a picture-perfect college life that would be
envied by anyone, myself included. As the fall
semester draws to an end, it's now Christmas
Eve and Olaf and Nathan must part ways to go
home for the holidays. Both hesitate, however,
but why?
Nathan, an only child, born with a silver
spoon in his mouth, comes from a background
of privilege fully equipped with country club
parents, each with a half-empty (or half-full if
you're an optimist) martini glass permanently
attached to one hand. After coming out to
them, Peter and Martha Stafford (Ian Buchanan
and Gates McFadden) both treat Nathan as if
he had bought a pair of Prada knockoffs or was
wearing white after Labor Day. Nathan gets a
chilly reception when he calls home,only to find
out thathis parentsare conveniently going away
on a Christmas cruise for two while leaving him
high and dry at home. However, they assured
Nathan that Christmas dinner had been ordered

from Neiman Marcus!
In the meantime, Olaf takes a curious turn
while on his way home. He stops, changes out
of his colorful, gay-friendly garb into dull, drab
duds, and musses his hair from its trendy coif
to a more subdued one. But again, we're left to
ask why? When Olaf arrives home, the question
is finally answered: Olaf, campus GLBT activist,
isn't out to his parents!
Speaking of parents, Sven and Anya
Gunnunderson (Derek Long and Kelly Keaton)
are an odd couple that mixes one part midwestern charmand onepart Sixtiesflower power
with just a pinch of high school sarcasm thrown
in for good measure. The one-liners are fast,
and the double entendres make for a hilarious
Christmas break that you're sure to love. All of
this is just the beginning, however.The doorbell
rings. Who could it be? When Olaf answers the
door, the real fun begins! Guess who's coming
to Christmas dinner! Make the Yuletide Gay, a
hilarious feature comedy, is the fourth film by
writer, director, producer Rob Williams and is in
the running to be shown at this year's Outflix
Film Festival Sept.11-17. Other films to his
credit are the previous Outflix favorites 2006
Jury Award Winner Long-Term Relationship, Back
Soon, and 3-Day Weekend.

by Jonathan Campbell

T

he sun was out and the mercury was rising,
but the scene at Peabody Park onJune 28
could not have been more picturesque. It
was a scene of a community coming together
to talk, laugh and play.The Tennessee Equality
Project ("TEP") fired up the grills for more than
60 adultsand childrenwho gathered at Peabody
Park for what organizer Michelle Bliss called "an
old fashioned picnic."Bliss stated that the picnic
really had a two-fold purpose,the first being the
obvious fundraiser portion of the picnic. More
important, however,was the opportunity togive
LGBT families andfriends a family-friendlyevent
for pride. "Sometimes we can get so wrapped
up in activism and causes that we forget what's
important is the human connection. Ultimately,
we areall looking for people who loveus for who
we are,and acceptour quirks,"Bliss said.The picnic
was just that, community members young, old,
straight and queer, connecting with each other
and forgetting the worries of society. Jonathan
Cole, Shelby County Committee Chair for TEP,
said that the picnic was a total success and
he is already looking forward to next year's
picnic. Proceeds from the picnic go directly to
the lobbying efforts of TEP to bring equality to
the LGBT community in Tennessee.
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TRIANGLE MUSIC

TRIANGLE COCKTAIL CHATTER

Hear me out: Jay Brannan, Regina Spektor

The best bartending books

by Chris Azzopardi

by Camper English

W

hether it's a lackof money or an excess
of agoraphobia, you've decided to
start making more cocktails at home.
But there are so very many recipe books on the
market. Which do you choose,and do you really
need them at all, now that everything is online?
The problem with online drink databases is
that they have thousands of recipes, and most
of them are just plain awful.They recipes come
from many different sources, so you end up
with 17 bad recipes for the martini when you're
only looking for one good one. And, to make
the drinks, you end up running back and forth
between thecomputer where the recipesare and
the kitchen where the ingredients are.

When it comes to collections of recipes, I say
less is more. Abook with10,000 drink recipes init
will likelyhave 9500that you'dnever try.Even the
classic, 1500-drink Mr. Boston Official Bartender's
Guide was pretty lousy with bad cocktails until
this year's makeover eliminated a lot ofthe callfor pre-mixes likeCollins mix and sour mix. It's a
good bartender'squick reference,but if you want
the master's level study on bartending, pick up
Gary Regan's very detailed The Joy of Mixology.
I open Regan's book when I have a nerdy
drink question, but not when I'm whipping up
something tasty for happy hour. For that,I most
often turnto DaleDeGroff's The EssentialCocktail.
It hasall theclassic recipes you'll need.But ifyou're
feeling in the mood
f9-2t,
for experimentation
with newdrinks, pick
up Robert Hess'sThe
Essential Bartender's
Guide (it's not, but
the recipesare good)
or the inspiring The
Art of the Bar by
Jeff Hollinger and
Rob Schwartz. That
book will make you
realize the kitchen
and the bar are not
so different: You're
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Camper English is acocktails and spirits writer
and publisher ofAlcademics.com.

You can read

Fun, Fun.

2 August 15, 2009 ® Noon
25 Entry Fee

just cooking with liquids instead of solids.
If youlove a particular spirit, you canskip the
rest of the recipes and go for a specialty book.
W. Park Kerr's Viva Vodka is nice, as is Joanne
Weir's Tequila, Kim Haasarud's 101 Champagne
Cocktails, and Jeff "Beachbum" Berry's Sippin'
Safari for rum.
You can also find many of Beachbum's
recipes on an iPhone application, called Tiki+.
It was developed by the same people behind
the great historical cocktail recipe app called
Cocktails+. GaryRegan, citedabove, releasedthe
app FlipN Drink with classic and modernrecipes
combined.
Thegreat thingaboutthesedrinkapplications
ismostofthem offeronly asmany recipesas you'll
find in a book, rather than thetens of thousands
you'll find online. This is certainly useful when
you're out at a bar and forget a recipe, but I still
find myself reaching for the hard copy instead
of my phone at home. Not only do I like all the
extra information about glassware and mixing
technique youget from the books,I also strongly
dislike gettingmy phone all sticky when tryingto
hold it and shake a drink at the same time.

online at www.mglcc.org
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T

here's eccentric,and thenthere arehuman-made dolphinnoises. It'swhat Regina Spektor makes
on "Folding Chair," and she doesn't shy away from a flurry of other quirks on her follow-up to
2006's brilliant Begin to Hope, wherethe pianist'speculiar pop began feeling less queer and more
sanitized. This one follows suit, but the New York siren is still a little loopy, miming those mammal
sounds and dedicating an entire song to a lost wallet. The most tangible tunes are the opening two:
"The Calculation," riding a show tune-ish bounce that belies the busted-relationship narrative, and
head-lingering sweller"Eet,"which uses a nonsensical word to concoct a delicious little ditty.
God's funny side is subject for one
of the set's best - "Laughing With," a
meditative moment regarding religious
hypocrisy that climbs with achy cello.
"Dance Anthem of the '80s" is jaunty and
spunky, and when it breaks out in yelps
and beatboxing, we're reminded of just
how much of a goof-off Spektor can be.
Most of the LP, though, resists being too
weird, and because it's not, it shifts focus
to Spektor colored, sometimes cryptic
writing that turns the brain neurons and
quietly breaks the heart, like story-song
"Man of a Thousand Faces." She trips on
a couple ballads, "One More Time With
Feeling" namely, that only graze the
surface on an album that has a lot to say.
And usually says it pretty darn well.

Also out...
Kleerup, Kleerup

The Swedish fella made Robyn's hopeless masterpiece "With Every Heartbeat" much more
devastating with his string-laden house beat, and on his first full LP he kills it... and us.The femalefeatured electro-pop, strikingly"Until WeBleed"with Lykke Li,levels well with the vocal-less tracks, like
the one-two punch ending. A bad breakup inspired his debut; one track is called"I Just Want to Make

Maxwell, BLACKsummers'night
Eight years after this bedroom

DRU'S PLACE ON MADISON

i

A

s talented a musician as Jay Brannan is,
who can help shaking the image of him
as the hot threesome-having guyin John
Cameron Mitchell's Shortbus? His oft-stripped
music helps, since the real Brannan - not the
skanky one in that dirty drama - seems much
more world-weary than self-assured, and it
actually makeshim thatmuch moreof acatch. His
sensitive-boy side poured over on Goddamned,
his earnest debut released last year, and that's
channeled onthis nine-trackcovers discthrough
a melancholy mix of remakes and newbies. All
of it's a little too even-tempered and dreary,but
his voice, a sweetly affecting soother that often
contorts intohis darlingfalsetto, isstill pleasantly
magnetizing.
His ear is just as good - culling tracks from
Joni Mitchell, Ani DiFranco and Bob Dylan
- maintaining their emotionality, but givingthem
his own precious, strippedtouch. He decelerates
The Verve Pipe's "The Freshman" into a pianoled downer, makes Jann Arden's"Good Mother"
more desperate and strings upThe Cranberries'
"Zombie" to an achier effect.The very first song,
"Beautifully," the better of the two originals,
almost perfectly commingles the classic covers
-and not just because it's sad as hell. So, yeah,
Brannan makes us want to give him a big bear
hug. And,yeah, acovers albumseems premature
in his music career - a period when many try to
fight the sophomore slump- but hemanages to
swoon with his interpretive skill, and,thereupon,
expose hisinner-self asmuch asShortbus exposed
his outer self. (Available on iTunes)
Grade: B-

Regina Spektor, far

that Sad Boy Smile."Nuff said.

Bartlett Lanes
6276 Stage Rd.

After Bowling, a wake will be held at
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Jay Brannan, In
Living Cover
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balladeer went poof, mysteriously
abandoning fans who adored his
neo-soul, he returns with the first
entry in his trilogy.And if anything
announces the sensual singer's
back, it's the ooh-la-la opening
lyrics: "Prove it to me in the nude."
"Pretty Wings" is the delicate lead
single, and the rest of the 36-yearold's comeback LP is chill, deep,
intimate ... and as naked as you'd
be if you agreed to his demand
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DAY IN. DAY OUT.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

TRIANGLE JOURNAL GUIDE TO COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT FOR AUGUST 2009

• Indicates Triangle Journal
distribution points.

Please see our
online calendar at
www.mglcc.org
for changes and
additions.
Please send your
events and activities
to editors@
tjmemphis.com for
monthly publication
Day In Day Out

Every
Monday
Women's Rugby Club
practice 6:30 pm at
Tobey Fields
Showtune Mondays
at Dish at 7 pm

Second
& Fourth
Mondays
Perpetual Transition transgender support
group meets at
7:30 pm at MGLCC

August 4
Disney's A Christmas
Carol Train Tour
stops in Memphis
at Memphis Central
Station 9am - 7pm

Thanks1
editors@tjmemphis.com

August 11
National Equality
March planning
meeting at MGLCC at
6:30 pm

August 25
MGLCC Women's
Committee meeting
at MGLCC at 6 pm

Every Tues
Phoenix AA (Open
AA group) Grace-St.
Luke's Church, 1790
Peabody at 8 pm
The Caring Group:
Relaxation and
destressing by subtle
energy practices at
Holy Trinity UCC
at 7 pm
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Please let us know if your
contact information changes so
that we can keep our community
updated with
accurate information.

Every
Fourth
Tuesday
TEP Shelby County
Committee meeting
at Otherlands at
6:30 pm

Queer As Youth at
MGLCC 7-9 pm

August 22
Queer As Youth at
MGLCC 7-9 pm

August 28
Queer As Youth at
MGLCC 7-9 pm

BARS
• 901 Complex: 136 Webster St., (901)
522-8457
• Backstreet Memphis: 2018 Court St.,
(901) 276-5522
•Crossroads: 1278 Jefferson Ave., (901)
272-8801
•Dru's Place: 1474 Madison Ave., (901)
275-8082
• Lorenz/AfterShock: 1528 Madison
Ave., (901) 274-8272
• Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn, (901)
274-8010
• Pumping Station: 1382 Poplar Ave.,
(901) 272-7600
•Vault, 529 S. Highland, 525-6203

BOOKS
• Borders: 6685 Poplar Pike
• Burke's: 936 South Cooper
• Davis-Kidd: 387 Perkins Extended
• Memphis Public Library 3030

COMMUNITY GROUPS
Blue Suede Bears of Memphis, Inc.: 41
S. Morrison - www.bluesuedebears.com
Cotton Pickin' Squares: Gay/Lesbian
square dance club meets Thurs., 7 pm
Prescott Church - 961 Getwell
4F: I .eather/Levi group, 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112
FedEx: LGBT & Friends Network at
FedEx: lgbt@fedex.com or Intranet
Keyword: LGBT
Initiative:Fairness (political committee
of MGLCC: IF@mglcc.org; www.mglcc.
org/IF
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 - (901)
335-MAGY - www.magyonline.org
• Memphis Center for Independent
Living - 726-6404
•Memphis Gay& LesbianCommunity
Center (MGLCC): 892 S. Cooper St.,
(901) 278-6422 Web site: www.mglcc.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
PO. Box 42242, Memphis, TN 38104
www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org
niphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com

Mid-South Equality:www.geocities.com/
midsouth_equality
Mid-South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111 S.
Highland Ave., Suite 322, Memphis, TN
38111 - 685 S. Highland,3rd Floor - (901)
414-2197 - Fax: (901) 592-6635 - info@
midsouthpride.org - www.midsouthpride.
org
Nike TN GLBTF Network: Daniel.
forrest@nike.com office: 901.547.8217
Olive Branch Gay & Lesbian Christians
Fellowship: meeting: first
Tuesday
7 PM - discussion and fellowship
location: Holy Cross - 8230 Highway
178 - Olive Branch MS 38654 - (662)
895-5029 on the web at http://www.
meetup.com/The-Olive-Branch-GayLesbian-Christians-Fellowship/ admin@
holycrossolivebranch.org
Parents, Families & Friendsof Lesbians
& Gays (PFLAG) Memphis, TN
- (901) 268-2511- pflagmemphis@
pflagmemphis.org
Parents, Families,& Friendsof Lesbians
& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 (901) 664-6614 - burtren@aeneas.com
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi:
Meets the third Thursdayof every month.
Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom
Center) 7 p.m. - (662) 816-2142 - PO Box
2142 Oxford, MS - www.geocities.com/
pflag_oxfordnorthms
Perpetual Transition: A support and
social group for transgender people of all
varieties and non-trans allies. - clanham@
memphis.edu. - www.groups.yahoo.com/
group/perpetualtransition
Shelby CountyCommittee of Tennessee
Equality
Project:
shelbycounty@
mequalityproject.com
Stonewall Tigers: University of Memphis,
c/o StonewallTigers, 2522 Campus Postal
Station, Memphis, TN 38152-2521 stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Tennessee Equality Projectworks for the
equality of LGBT persons through the
establishment of fair and equitable laws.
Meets every second Wednesday at 6:30
pm at Quetzal.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men's/
women's leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN - (901) 357-1921
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Association: GLBA, POBox 3541, Univ.,
MS 38677- (662)915-7049 -glba@olemiss.
edu - www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba
Tennessee
Transgender
Political
Coalition TTPC
P.O. Box 92335
Nashville, TN 37209 http://ttgpac.
com TTGPAC@aol.com (615)293-6199
(615)353-1834 fax
UT-Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5
131F Humanities Bldg,Martin, TN 38238

Bob Loos, MS,LPC-MHSP: Individual,
couples, & family therapy for anxiety,
depression, relationships sexual identity
issues: (901) 581-9898

FOOD,
RESTAURANTS,
AND
COFFEE
• Bluff City Coffee Shop: 505 S. Main
•Bogie's Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle
PI. - (901) 272-0022
• Cafe Eclectic: 603 N. McLean
• Cafe Ole: 959 South Cooper 274-1504
• High Point Coffee: 9077 Poplar Ave.
• High Point Coffee: 1680 Union Ave.
• India Palace: 1720 Poplar
• Java Cabana: 210 Young
• Molly's: 2006 Madison
• Otherlands: 641 South Cooper
• Pie in the Sky: 2158 Young Avenue
• Quetzal: 668 Union Ave.
• Sean's Cafe/Smooth Moves: 1651
Union
• Sweet: 938 S. Cooper.
• Wild Oats: 522 Poplar
HEALTH SERVICES
American Cancer Society: 1-800-2272345 - 24 hour hotline
Community HIV Network - 2400 Poplar,
Suite 500: 287-4750.
• Friends For Life: HIV/AIDS service
organization - 43 N. Cleveland, (901) 2720855 - www.friendsforlifecorp.org
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave. - (901) 2743550
PhoenixAAGroup: EveryTuesdayevening
at Grace St. Luke's Church at 8pm.
Planned Parenthood Greater Memphis
Region:1407U nion-Suite 300- Memphis,
TN 38104 - phone: (901)725-1717 web:
www.ppgmr.org.
Seriously Sober: AA meeting at Holy
Trinity UnitedChurch of Christ 685 South
Highland every Friday evening at 8 pm.

HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1-888-340GLBT (Mon.-Fri., 5-10pm, Sat.-Sun., 49pm)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1-800347-TEEN Mon.-Fri. 5-9 pm (Pacific)
Web site: youthtalkline.org
LINC: (901) 415-2700 (3D A community
informational
agency
providing
information on shelters and senior
services
• Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: (901) 272-2020
Mid-South Spay and Neuter Services
854 GoodmanSt. www.spaymemphis.com
or 901-324-3202 (affordable prices).
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276-LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth-staffed GLBT
youth hotline - 1-800-399-PEER - Mon.COUNSELING SERVICES
Fri. 5-10 pm (Eastern)
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC s Suicide & Crisis Intervention: (901) 274Confidential Counseling Referral Service
7477
- (901) 347-8701
Trevor Project - National 24/7 hotline for
•KentD.Fisher,LPC,MAC:Expenential
suicidal or questioning teens: 886-488Healing Center, 1713 Lockett PI. - (901)
7386.
372-0710. EMDR, group, individual, Lambda Legal: 404-897-1880
couples & family therapy

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
• Dabbles: 19 North Cooper
• Hi Gorgeous: 1475 Madison
• Inz and Outz: 553 South Cooper (901)
728-6535
• The Studio: 629 South Cooper
• Paggios Hair Salon: (901) 274-3944
• Tear It Up: 895 S. Cooper
*
• Movies and More: 3129 Poplar,
323-3251
Underground Art 2287 Young Ave.

SPIRITUALITY
Balmoral Presbyterian 6413 Quince
Sunday School 9:30 am Worship11:00 am
767-7510 or www.balmoralpc.com
• First CongregationalChurch: Worship
Service: Sun. 10:30 am* 1000S. Cooper St.
0D (901) 278-6786
+
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am • 166 Poplar Ave. - (901)
525-5619
Holy Cross Episcopal Church: Worship
services: Sunday 10 AM - discussion at
9 AM Small groups - 8230 Highway 178
- Olive Branch MS 38654 - (662) 8955029 onthe webatwww.HolyCrossOB.org
admin@holycrossolivebranch.org
• Holy TrinityUnited Churchof Christ:
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm - 685 S. Highland - (901) 3209376 - office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Worship, 6:30 pm; Dinner, 7:00 pm:
Meeting 7:30pm - c/o Calvary EpiscopaT
Church, 102 N. 2nd - (901) 525-6602
Living
Word
Christian
Church:
Worship Service Sun. 9:30 am • 1015
S. Cooper - (901) 485-0949 - www.
livingwordchristianchurch.net
Memphis Friends (Quakers): Sunday
11:00am - 3387 WalnutGrove - (901) 3243500 - memphisfriends.org
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
& Humanists: (901) 327-2677 • Neshoba Unitarian Universalist
Church: (901) 266-2626
• Open Heart Spiritual Center: 2489•
Broad
• Prescott Church: 961 Getwell, 3278479, www.prescottchurchmemphis.org.
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Kirby
Rd. Memphis, TN 38119
SPORTS AND FITNESS
Bluff City Sports Association: www.»
bluffcitysports.net
• French Riviera Spa: 3486 Poplar
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
www.brothersandsistersbowlingleague.
com - Memphis' oldest and longest
running LGBT sports group. Bowls
Sunday nights at 6:00 pm at Winchester
Lanes
THEATER
• Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar
• Playhouse on the Square: 51 South
Cooper
• TheatreWorks 2085 Monroe
Updated 08.09
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TOGETHER LETS STRENGTHEN OUR
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GAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNITY CENTER

We can make a difference if we all JOIN IN!

MGLCC depends on the generous support of our Members and supporters in order to
celebrate., advocate and educute our Community.
In this time of economic struggle, we need your help more than ever!

How Your Support Helps:
Community Center SafeHouse - open 365
days a year
Triangle Journal monthly newspaper
Queer as Youth
Counseling Refenal Service
www.MGLCC.org - online resources
Meeting Space & Resource Library
Outflix International Film Festival
Family Group
Arts and Performance Series
Initiative: Fairness - Advocacy
Lavender University - LGBT education
Triangle Journal home delivery
Entrance to private receptions at select events
Discounted pass to Outflix and select events*
2 passes to Outflix Festival*
2 VIP seats at select events
Advanced preview/reception at art exhibits
Annual recognition in the Triangle Journal
Partner3 membership at no additional cost

Free HIV Testing
Monthly Men's & Women's Potlucks

Receive Member Discounts:
CRE^TlOriS
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4 passes to Outflix Festival*
Prominent recognition in Annual Report
Reception with Executive Director & Board
Name plate in Benefactor Hall
6 free passes to Outflix Festival
4 VIP seats at select events
Invitations to community special events
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Sponsorship status at 1 MGLCC event
8 free passes to Outflix
5 VIP seats at select events
Lifetime Member status
Picture in Benefactor Hall
Customized benefits package
' Restrictions apply. See www.MGLCC.org for details

See www.MGLCC.org for Full Details

